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Abstract 

 

Uncovering Art Education During World War II  

 

 

 

 

Mary Elizabeth Sullivan, M.A. 

The University of Texas at Austin, 2011 

 

Supervisor:  Paul E. Bolin 

 

 

This research investigated the national interests of art education in public schools 

during the period surrounding the Second World War (1941–1946).  Art education 

materials written for students and teachers during these years were examined in this study 

and provide a look at classroom projects and educational teachings supportive of the war 

effort.  This perspective of promoting nationalism is based on a review of printed art 

education journals, curriculum guides, and books related to the subject of educational 

themes in public schools during World War II.  These published materials presented a 

practical way for educators, and in this research, art educators, to build a sense of 

nationalism throughout the country and for teachers and students to support the war effort 

from their classrooms.  
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Chapter 1:  Introduction to the Research 

 

This research investigated the national interests of art education in public schools 

during the period surrounding the Second World War (1941–1946).  Art education 

materials written for students and teachers during these years provide classroom projects 

and educational teachings supportive of the war effort.  This perspective of art instruction 

promoting nationalism is based on a review of printed art education journals, curriculum 

guides, and books related to the subject of educational themes in public schools during 

World War II.   

These published materials present a practical way for educators, and in this 

research art educators, to support the war effort from their classrooms. Books used in this 

study provide background, historical context, and more general ways in which education 

materials were employed.   

Art education journals examined in this study specifically demonstrate classroom 

projects suggested for use by students and teachers for the purpose of providing war 

related information, selling war bonds, and education of students as future participants in 

the military.  Some examples of the war-related projects mentioned in art education 

journals encourage educators to boost the war effort through propaganda style poster 

making, map drawing, and modeling of airplanes and boats (Pelikan, 1943).  These 

activities were thought to not only provide student training for future participation in the 
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war, but also ultimately to provide support to the government, soldiers, and the nation by 

contributing to the war effort.   

CENTRAL RESEARCH QUESTION 

 

Through an examination and analysis of published documents (journals, books, 

and curriculum materials) intended for public K-12 educators during the period of World 

War II (1941-1946), how were art education curricular ideas and learning activities 

presented through these writings in a manner that was perceived and intended to assist the 

United States war effort? 

PROBLEM STATEMENT      

 

In educational institutions, the focus on defending American values flourished in 

the 1940s when a sense of fearfulness and uncertainty enveloped the nation as the United 

States entered the Second World War.  For example, the focus on physical fitness was 

escalated in schools so that students might be better physically prepared as soldiers and 

citizens.  Other subjects emphasized in public schools included technology, mathematics, 

science, and national heritage, as a way to groom students for war-related tasks 

(Giordano, 2004).  Art education was no exception, and a rallying cry went out to art 

educators through popular art education journals such as School Arts and Art Education 

Today to join the war effort and support American values. It is important to recognize the 

impetus behind these programs and how the visual arts were used as a powerful tool for 

students and teachers in the classroom to help support to the war effort. 
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 The sudden air-raid by the Japanese on Pearl Harbor in 1941 left the American 

population feeling vulnerable and fearful for themselves and their country.  This 

uncertainty led art educators to join the nation in consolidating their war efforts through 

targeted school programming (Dorn, 2007).  In a statement published in Art Education 

Today in 1942, The Staff and Students of the Department of Fine and Applied Arts from 

Columbia University insist that the attack on America was a cultural as well as a military 

conflict.   By impressing this idea on their readership, the authors gave art educators and 

students alike a purpose. This response reflects a need to implement “social relevance and 

cultural democracy,” in art education curriculum to meet the demands of the war. 

(Blandy & Congdon, 1987, p. 88). 

MOTIVATIONS FOR RESEARCH   

 

I watch Cary Grant movies for the naïve, slap-stick humor of the 1940s and the 

escape from reality it provides me now and gave its viewers many years ago.  Without 

consciously realizing it, but as a direct result of my earliest experiences, I became a 

student of social history. Beginning with a reading of the Grapes of Wrath in high school, 

not only did I expand my complete devotion to reading, but I became enamored with the 

stories of the people suffering through the Great Depression in the 1930s, how they 

coped, and how it changed them and affected the world we live in today (Steinbeck, 

1939).   My grade school history classes, recalling historical event after event, were not 

nearly as inspiring to me as the people who lived during those years and their personal 
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stories.  My absorption in historical characters, while not my only interest, led me to 

declare History as my major in college.  

Since that time I have felt a connection with, a sort of idealism about, the early 

20
th

 century and American society‟s reaction to and involvement in World War II and life 

in the 1940s. The utopian view of the world presented in my favorite Cary Grant movies 

was a sharp contrast to the reality facing most Americans, but provided them with a much 

needed escape from the political upheaval they faced at that time.     

While reading an article by Kerry Freedman (1987) about the historical 

fundamentals of art education in the 1940s and 1950s, I marked the pages of the article 

with questions, highlighting and underlining – almost to the point of not being able to re-

read the copy.  The article would be the basis for several of my graduate school research 

projects, dealing with how specific art education programs in schools reacted to historic 

events or movements. Ultimately, the Freedman article led me to wonder about and want 

to investigate art education in the World War II era.  

Freedman (1987) discusses the government‟s attempt to spread their policy 

messages through highly stereotyped visual depictions.  Prior to reading her article, I had 

not considered American propaganda, only that of Germany, but I was now very 

interested in investigating these engaging ideas about a time that interested me greatly.  I 

began by searching through the artist Ben Shahn‟s materials and then moved on to 

examining war posters created by New York advertising agencies.  I discovered, or read, 

about poster contests used to promote the United States efforts during World War II.  I 
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worked to include propaganda examples from the 1940s in any of my presentations made 

to classmates or professors. 

Propaganda employed by the Nazi‟s to influence the German population is 

frequently discussed, but the use of propaganda by our government to aid in policy 

awareness was something previously unfamiliar to me.  In the United States, war posters 

were created to educate citizens about various war programs, such as war bonds, civilian 

precautions in case of air raids or blackouts, and enlistment information.  These posters 

were considered by Americans to be informative and educational, while the German 

propaganda was seen as coercive. Until I began looking at the American posters and 

realized they contained “propaganda-like” messages and certainly contained potent 

wording and illustrations, I did not grasp a full sense of the role the United States 

government played in influencing citizens during the war with their poster messages.  

Grotesque portrayals of Japanese and German soldiers, an American soldier holding a 

tattered Japanese flag saying “We‟ll lick „em,” and a picture of a Nazi symbol on a boot 

crushing the White House were powerful indications of the wartime sentiment in the 

States and led me to wonder how the general public, and seemingly impressionable 

students, reacted or did not react to these messages.  The posters being distributed in the 

United States were equally guilty of spreading the messages set forth by the government 

– again pointing to the new uses found for visual elements.  I wondered how the 

propaganda made by and distributed to those in the United States affected students in this 

country.  Students were obviously seeing these posters and ads, but what part did they 

play in the making or understanding of this new visual emphasis? 
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One particular point Freedman (1987) discussed that helped me to address this 

issue was the “convincing nationalistic messages” (p. 147), presented in art instruction 

classes and intended to mold students into more democratic citizens.  The power of the 

visual arts during the 1940s was changing through use of innovative marketing methods 

implemented in war time curriculum.  

In one of the central points in her article Freedman (1987) states that art education 

has always been a “social creation,” evolving with changing social and political issues (p. 

146).  This is an idea I feel strongly about and had mentioned frequently in my past 

research.  The examples she used in her article were particularly compelling to me, such 

as the retaliation of the art education world to the threat directed toward their cultural 

freedom as a result of Hitler‟s condemnation of contemporary art.   

A change in the American mindset took place after the attack on Pearl Harbor in 

1941, as did a change in art education curriculum.  Both shifts were a result of fear and 

uncertainty. I believe that art education has always been particularly reflective of social 

and political events, but what I find extraordinary is how consolidated the efforts to 

support the war in schools became as a result of the attack on Pearl Harbor and resulting 

U.S. war involvement.  For example, the Teachers College at Columbia University, as did 

many other art education institutions, saw the war as a threat to American culture.  As a 

response, they issued a five page directive to educators to “contribute to the ideas and 

programs necessary to make us, singly and together, of greatest value to the nation and to 

our allies” (p. 1).  
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The increasing use of visual materials developed to influence the citizens of the 

nations at war, such as the distribution of propaganda in the 1930s and 1940s, signaled 

the potency of visual arts and art education.  With the impetus for schools to become 

supportive of the war effort, along with a growing fear brought on by the war through the 

influence of propaganda, the war became a compelling school subject.  This research has 

explored this subject. 

LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY    

 

This study was focused on the era of 1941-1946.  It included an investigation of 

educational and historical books and art education journals, (Art Education Today and 

School Arts) published and directed toward art educators within K-12 public schools in 

the United States.  Curricular guides were also examined to determine if, and to what 

degree, the war effort was supported through these curricular materials.  This 

examination did not include popular magazines or non-art related educational journals 

produced in the 1940s.   

BENEFITS TO THE FIELD OF ART EDUCATION   

 

This research on the historical aspects of art education addressed predominant 

themes of the 1940s and provided insight into wartime curricula.  This research explored 

the complex relationship of art education and society by reviewing those interactions that 

occurred during the World War II era.  Art education attempted to provide support to 

students and the nation through activities and curriculum that supported the war effort.  
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Through this study the field of art education is better able to gain a perspective of its past, 

and understand its rich heritage as an important public school subject.  

HYPOTHESIS ABOUT THIS INVESTIGATION  

 

Going into this study I expected to find that art education materials and activities 

written for public school educators and students during this period of 1941 -1946 were 

designed to complement the national war effort.  I believe this convergence of intentions 

was a result of fear and the threat to American culture and democracy.  

RESEARCH METHOD 

 

This historical research was conducted through a review of printed art educational 

materials such as Art Education Today and School Arts produced during the Second 

World War era (1941-1946).  Books referencing art education practices during these 

years were also analyzed to better exemplify the supportive quality of the curriculum to 

the war effort.  This research highlighted activities and themes used by art educators 

during the years of 1941- 1946.  Books that examine the social issues facing students and 

their families provide historical context for the family structure, but also for the 

educational system of the 1940s.  Books that detail the classes and changes by 

administrators to the classroom subjects during this time were used to define the 

structural changes in schools, directing attention toward nationalism through art 

education. 
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DEFINITION OF TERMS 

 

Adolf Hitler – German Communist dictator who rose to power during the 1930‟s leading 

the Nazi Regime. 

Curriculum – Educational exercises presented by educators in the K-12 classroom. 

Franklin Delano Roosevelt – FDR was the 32
nd

 President of the United States.  His 

leadership during the Depression Era led to new government projects such as the New 

Deal.  The Works Progress Administration, also part of the New Deal, brought 

increased recognition to the arts.  

K-12 – Kindergarten through grade 12 (high school). 

Nationalism – American pride and promotion of democratic ideals. 

Nazism – An ideology which promoted anti-Semitism and biological supremacy.  The 

movement was led by Adolf Hitler in Germany.  

Pearl Harbor – A surprise attack on an American military base in Hawaii on December 7, 

1941 by the Japanese provoking America to declare war on Japan.  

Propaganda – Materials that were distributed to promote, confirm, or change the ideas of 

a certain population. Some examples of propaganda are found in posters, radio 

broadcasts, movies, short films, newspaper ads or articles containing coercive 

messages. 

Second World War or World War II (WWII) – A global conflict (1939-1945) involving 

most of the countries of the world.  The two conflicting sides are generally referred to 

as the Allies and the Axis.  The war primarily began when Germany invaded Poland in 
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1939. Americans joined the war in 1941 after Japan attacked the United States at Pearl 

Harbor, Hawaii.  

SUMMARY 

 

The information furnished thus far has provided the premise for this research into 

art education in the public education system during World War II.  It was directed 

specifically toward an investigation of the war effort by art educators and their students.  

The belief that art education programs in public schools were adapted to support the war 

effort was explored here using historical accounts found in literature, as well as specific 

lesson suggestions located in art education journals of the 1940s.  Chapter 2, Review of 

Literature, provides insight into the books and journals used as the foundation for this 

study. 
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Chapter 2: Review of Literature 

 

Due to the vast number of publications concerning education during the 1940s 

and World War II, many articles, books, and references were available for this research. 

Directing attention toward art education, the most influential resources were Kerry 

Freedman‟s (1987) article providing the basis for the topic and two art education journals 

being produced at the time, School Arts, and Art Education Today.  The journals were 

particularly compelling due to the many art education topics being discussed by a wide 

range of art educators writing about their ideas and experiences during the war years, 

1941-1946.   Curriculum guides published during the 1940s were also helpful, offering 

insight into classroom practices, all of them containing some reference to art activities in 

schools during the war and promoting democracy in the schools.  Lastly, the books 

providing historical context for the war years were fascinating and presented matters 

related to the political and social environment for schools during the years of World War 

II.  

HISTORICAL CONTEXT FOR ART EDUCATION DURING THE WAR 

 Education 

 

The basis for my research is derived from Kerry Freedman‟s (1987) article, “Art 

Education and Changing Political Agendas.”  In it, Freedman discusses the growth of art 
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education in schools in the 1940s and 1950s, and the “new nationalism” that emerged in 

art education literature as a result of the American interests during the Second World 

War.  She asserts the goal of education curriculum during this time was to support 

American policies abroad and to instill socially responsible ideals in students.  It was 

understood at this time in American culture that school curriculum, and therefore public 

school administrators, would undoubtedly support the war effort.  This was particularly 

the case, according to Freedman, after the attack on Pearl Harbor instilled fear in 

Americans of another invasion directed toward U. S. soil (Freedman, 1987).  Schools 

were therefore responsible for creating representative citizens that would support 

democracy and American values, defending the nation against Fascism. Art education 

was also strengthened as the threat to the cultural identity of Americans was exposed.  It 

was understood Hitler was condemning contemporary art and burning books, and this 

belief evoked a need for art educators to unite and through their efforts help to win the 

war.   

Two books directed toward issues of education during World War II are Charles 

Dorn‟s (2007) American Education, Democracy, and the Second World War and Karen 

Anderson‟s (1981), Wartime Women: Sex Roles, Family Relations, and the Status of 

Women During World War II.  Dorn (2007) provides a similar glimpse into the social 

aspects surrounding schools during World War II in American Education, Democracy, 

and the Second World War.  His introduction details the August 1939 meeting at 

Columbia University‟s Teachers College to discuss ways educators could “foster 

citizenship in democratic nations” through school curriculum and community programs 
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(Dorn, 2007, p. 1). The event included many high ranking government officials, as well 

as a diverse representation of American and British educators and organizations.  The 

event was so monumental, President Franklin Delano Roosevelt sent a personal letter of 

support for the effort to the Dean of Teachers College, William F. Russell. Dorn goes on 

to discuss several school districts around the nation and the ways they coped with the 

new national education agenda. Similarly, Anderson‟s account (1981) of life during the 

1940‟s explains the social and educational challenges families, and primarily women, 

experienced during the war years.  

Gerard Giordano (2004) provides the political motivation for educational policy 

changes prior to and during the Second World War.  The struggle between the politically 

conservative and liberal parties defined the curriculum and how it was delivered to 

students.  He calls this period in American educational history the “scholastic revolution” 

because of the dramatic changes in school curriculum and school policy (p. i).   By 

detailing the social forces that were in place during the 1920s, 1930s and 1940s, he 

highlights how they also shaped education policy through specific programs that sought 

to change the way educators viewed curricula.  In his analysis, Giordano discusses the 

liberal versus conservative views of education at this time, and how the conservative 

ideas prevailed in part because President Roosevelts support of conservative beliefs in 

education and the drastic changes in attitude due to the attack on Pearl Harbor.  The 

conservative impact on schools was “staggering” in his estimation and persisted much 
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longer than expected (Giordano, 2004, p. i).  This book provides a social and political 

background for the state of schools during the 1940s.   

Books about society and education during the 1940s and written recently about 

the Second World War era provide rich resources for art curriculum, content, and school 

related concerns.  Karen Anderson‟s (1981) Wartime Women: Sex Roles, Family 

Relations, and the Status of Women During World War II offers insight into the social 

and political aspects affecting children attending public school during the war.  Anderson 

(1981) states that “local schools also provided various programs and services in order to 

prepare their students for wartime responsibilities, [and] foster a sense of participation in 

the war effort” (p. 102).  She details the types of in-school and extra-curricular programs 

offered to meet this goal, including math, science, and physical education and discusses 

the mentality of the students toughened by war preparation.  She addresses the role of 

school-aged children and general curriculum during the war years that enabled those 

students to become contributing war-time citizens.  This book provided information for 

this study by suggesting that schools were used as places to encourage students to support 

the war effort. 

Art Education  

 

Fred Logan‟s (1955) book Growth of Art in American Schools provided insight 

into art education curriculum and how it was shaped due to the demands of the war.  

The book, written in 1955, looks back with depth on the history of art education and, 

specific to this research, the years prior to and including the 1940s.  Logan expands on 
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many highly influential art educators and their work such as Victor D‟Amico, Thomas 

Munro, Natalie Robinson Cole, and Viktor Lowenfeld, and looks at the many 

committees, events, and social changes that shaped art education through 1955.  He is 

able to present his perspective looking at the war years ten years after it concluded.  

Also discussing the history of art education with an emphasis on social issues is A 

History of Art Education: Intellectual and Social Currents in Teaching the Visual Arts by 

Arthur D. Efland (1990).  His book provides insight into many of the influential 

movements and events affecting art education from its origin to modern day.  Efland 

discussed the period after World War I and into World War II in only a few pages, but he 

presented a clear description of some people, books, and events relevant to this research.  

HISTORICAL METHODOLOGY 

 

The first publication consulted for this paper was Writing History: A Guide for 

Students (2004).  From this writing I was able to launch my research on a topic selection 

using a handbook published specifically for students writing history.  Some early 

processes for my research were adopted from this book including distinguishing my 

primary and secondary sources and carefully documenting these sources. A chapter 

dedicated to setting the tone of historical writing was also helpful in the early part of my 

writing. This information gave me the basis for my research preparation and provided the 

basic writing tools needed to formulate and to complete my thesis.   

Historical research involves the “historical interpretation” of facts based on the 

researcher‟s discretion.  Considering my own experiences and expectations for this paper, 
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I reviewed, selected, and presented the information from my research that I believe 

provides the most insight into supporting my thesis statement.  Paul Bolin (1987), in 

“Historical Participation: Toward an Understanding of the Historian in Art Education,” 

discusses the role of the historian in art education.  Although he asserts, “anyone can be a 

historian,” (p. 59), the purpose of historical research is not to simply find and list facts, 

but to provide an “interpretive position” of those facts (p. 61). With a wide range of 

1940s art and educational books and journals available for this research, my 

interpretation of these materials was undertaken to reveal past influences on art education 

curriculum not previously discussed by historians in art education.  

The Historian’s Toolbox: A Student’s Guide to the Theory and Craft of History 

(2003) provided background on history and the techniques used to compose a historical 

research project, including note taking, topic selection, using sources and evidence, and 

how to interpret the information in the most effective way.  Williams (2003) asserts that 

history is always changing due to new historians that discover unknown information and 

generate fresh perspectives and theories based on modern events.  One of the examples 

he uses is the expiration of the 30-year limit on discussing top secret information from 

World War II.  Once it was discovered that the German and Japanese coded messages 

had actually been decoded by British and American Intelligence Agents during the war, a 

new era of speculation and knowledge was unleashed (Williams, 2003).  Realizing the 

information used for this research could be interpreted in many different ways impresses 

on this paper the importance of getting information from the most reliable sources 
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available and working diligently to bring new insight and historical interpretation to the 

field.    

1940S ART EDUCATION JOURNALS  

 

School Arts was a well established art education journal available to educators and 

students during the war years.  The journal began production in 1901 and continues today 

with the purpose of providing resource materials to educators in the visual arts.  The 

magazine‟s production during the war years furnishes valuable insight into issues facing 

educators as well as actual classroom activities.  The articles written by a variety art 

educators contain subjects such as “Arts and War” (deLemos, 1943b), “School Art and 

National Defense” (Pelikan, 1943) and “Call to Arms” (Wider, 1942).  With ten issues a 

year, each containing approximately thirty pages, the range of subjects presented by a 

varying demographic of art educators is vast and highly relevant to this research.   

Another popular art education journal, Art Education Today, also presented 

current issues being faced by art educators.  This journal, having started production in 

1935, suspended production through part of the war years (1943-1947). Many of the 

opinions and articles written prior to the break in production were insightful and provide 

information about art education curriculum in the schools during the early part of the war. 

One highly quoted article “Art Education, Democracy and the War,” discussed the 

urgency in meeting the demands of the war by increasing democratic ideals in the schools 

(The Staff and Students of the Department of Fine and Applied Arts, 1942). 
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ART EDUCATION CURRICULUM 

 

The National Society for the Study of Education (NSSE) was formed with 

Victor D‟Amico as chairman, to provide a single, consolidated resource for art 

education.  The Fortieth Yearbook: Art in American Life and Education (1941), the 

first publication of the NSSE, signified a critical step in the establishment of the field of 

art education.  Although the book was released the same year America entered World 

War II, the articles presented in the Fortieth Yearbook provide a backdrop to the social 

and political issues facing art education during the 1940s.  Most useful to this research, 

they provide a glimpse into the curriculum available to educators in 1941.  All articles 

presented in this 800 page volume relate to education in the arts, but some more 

relevant articles about curriculum are Robert S. Hilpert‟s (1941) “Changing Emphases 

in School Art Programs” and “Art in a Public School Curriculum” (Driver, 1941).    

Curriculum guides written during the 1940s provide specific insight into the 

issues facing educators, such as more robust teacher training and expanding 

requirements for teaching jobs.  For example, these guides discuss the “Supply and 

Training of Teachers for War and Post-War Education” and specifically list ways that 

teachers can be recruited to the schools (The Northwest Society for Supervision and 

Curriculum Development, 1943, p. 5).  These guides also discuss raising the standards 

for education and training, as they were significantly lowered prior to the war and in 

this section suggests eliminating restrictions for married women, allowing them to 

become teachers.  One of the most pertinent sections, titled “Americanism,” lists 
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“Ideals for Freedom” (The Northwest Society for Supervision and Curriculum 

Development, 1943, p. 7). The seven goals as well as the dramatized verbiage provide 

much insight into the mindset of educators during the war years, including comments 

on the “confused world situation” and the need for more studies dealing with the fine 

arts.  The curriculum guides strongly support the direction of this research by claiming 

that students should be given ample opportunities to contribute to the war effort (The 

Northwest Society for Supervision and Curriculum Development, 1943, p. 7). 

The Illinois Curriculum Guide, titled, “The Schools and National Security” 

(1951), combines the recommendations of over 2,500 educators, politicians, military 

personnel, and organizational leaders concerned with streamlining the best practices 

used in schools to contribute to national security.  The group recognized and compiled 

how schools contributed to the war effort using war-related programs and specific 

educational goals.  The committee‟s purpose was to compile a source for educational 

institutions to reference when facing a crisis of national security requiring their 

participation.  Art education is highlighted in Chapter 20 as being integral to school 

programs during wartime.  The Guide thoroughly discusses many educational subjects, 

but more pertinent to this research, lists the virtues of art education including creative 

problem solving, solution for mental health, visual language of democracy, develops 

creativity, and provides opportunities for service programs.  

Two other books written by educators during or soon after the War era that 

supply insight into art education curriculum during the War years are General 
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Education in the American High School (Jacobson, Lindquist, Mackenzie, Spears & 

Johnson, 1942), and Adventure in American Education: Exploring the Curriculum, 

Volume Two (Giles, McCutchen, & Zechiel, 1942).  General Education in the 

American High School (1942) was created by the National Society for the Study of 

Education as a reference available for general educator in high schools.  Most 

importantly to this research, the book begins the introductory section by discussing 

education during the war.  The reference to wartime curricula continues throughout the 

book, and Chapter 1 titled “America Must Have Genuinely Democratic High Schools” 

gives great insight in to the efforts being made by the schools to meet the demands of 

the war. 

Adventure in American Education: Exploring the Curriculum, Volume Two 

(1942) is the compilation of an eight year study conducted by curriculum consultants of 

thirty schools.  Although the study is focused on curriculum practices in the public school 

classroom, it also discusses art education curricula and creating curricula that promoted 

democracy in the schools (Giles, McCutchen, & Zechiel, 1942). 

Educators can prompt thoughtful insight for students by providing them with 

opportunities to internalize thoughts and to ask questions about subjects they may not 

have realized affected them.  Initiating political discussion with students will ultimately 

be seen as a benefit when those students are mature adults actively engaged in 

community activities and when they are able to more clearly decipher visual images.   

Kerry Freedman (2000) feels the fundamental purpose of art education is to not only 
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educate students on the basic principles of art, “but to extend the meaning of those 

qualities and artifacts to show their importance in human existence” (p. 326).  By doing 

this, educators can help students better understand themselves and the outside world from 

varying perspectives. 

SUMMARY 

 

The literature used for this research can be divided into several sections: 

methodology resources, historical context, education during the 1940s, historical 

background on art education, and art education during the 1940s.  Each area of resources 

provided pertinent information that helped me to interpret, decipher, and ultimately to 

build this historical depiction of art education during World War II.  The information 

available in the journals and curriculum guides brought the period of history to life with 

illustrations of students in classrooms, stories of common dilemmas faced by educators, 

and actual classroom practices.  Without these materials providing clarity about art 

education during the war period, this research would have been more speculative and less 

decisive.      

In Chapter 3, the complexities of education and art education are discussed by 

providing contextual background of the 1930s and 1940s. Chapter 3 also offers a glimpse 

into life in the 1940s and what fears and motivations were driving the nation to enact 

these monumental shifts in education in response to World War II. 
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Chapter 3: Historical Context 

 

Following a decade of division and economic uncertainty that occurred in the 

1930s Depression Era, the 1940s opened with increased optimism for the United States.  

The economy was rebounding and the American people were again gaining confidence in 

the values of democracy as they faced the threat of world war (Dorn, 2007).  The horrors 

unleashed by Adolf Hitler and the brutal attack on Pearl Harbor were still to be realized, 

but would soon serve to make Americans even more determined to defend their way of 

life against fascism.  Education was facing increasing scrutiny as funding tightened and 

educational institutions were heavily relied upon to prepare students for citizenship as 

well as battle. World War I had exposed weaknesses within the school system as many 

Army inductees failed the Army Alpha Test, a knowledge-based test given to recruits to 

determine their verbal capacity, mathematic skill, and ability to follow directions. After 

discovering this vulnerability, it became a goal at the highest level of education and 

government officials to raise the standards of the public school education moving into the 

1940s, while also realizing the curriculum must defend American ideals (Efland, 1990).   

CHANGES IN ART EDUCATION 

 

In the decade prior to the war, the economic upheaval and the growing unrest 

abroad brought many changes to American soil and generated new interest in the arts. For 
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example, New York became the center of the art world in the 1930s as many artists and 

art historians fled Europe, specifically Germany, with the scattering of the Bauhaus 

Movement (Efland, 1990).  Because of this influx of artists and art educators, art history 

courses were becoming more prevalent in the school curriculum as art appreciation 

gained popularity. Another change occurring domestically was the result of the Works 

Progress Administration (WPA) program of the 1930s. This national program was 

designed as part of President Franklin Delano Roosevelt‟s New Deal, to hire Americans 

who were out of work.  The program employed millions of American citizens to carry out 

public works projects, such as building roads, parks, large art projects, and public 

buildings.  This project brought recognition to art and artists in the United States.  Most 

communities were touched in some way by the WPA, and the result was an emphasis on 

beautification and creating visual appeal within the community.  Both of these changes 

brought increased recognition of the arts to Americans previously unaware of the scope 

and importance that visual appeal can enhance any object.  

Two other events changed the focus of art education during the 1940s, as the field 

moved away from self expression and became directed toward a focus on art in everyday 

life (Efland, 1990). Self expression in art, which encouraged freedom of speech, was not 

aligned with the war curriculum protocol being outlined by schools.  Art education for 

problem solving and art in everyday life did meet the goals set forth by the schools.  Two 

important studies were conducted during the Depression Era exploring the way art in 

everyday life can be experienced in a community or classroom, the Owatonna Project and 

the Eight Year Study.  The projects themselves, as well as the results, highlight the 
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validity of art education in schools and communities, but they also made art something 

for all people, not just those few individuals existing in the elitist art world.  

The project undertaken in Owatonna was the realization by a group of people that 

the lack of creativity in the new machine led, mass produced industry was not satisfying 

to the happiness of people.  Dr. Melvin Haggerty, Dean of the College of Education at the 

University of Minnesota, initiated the Owatonna Art Education Project program when he 

questioned the purpose of art education in schools saying, “Is the major task of art 

instruction in the schools to be specialized in the training of the few or the cultivation of 

taste in all?” (Saunders, 1985, p. 152).  This question was being asked more as the 

purpose of art education was scrutinized under an increasingly tightened education 

budget.  Art had previously been seen by many as an elitist, non-relevant, non-essential 

subject in most schools.  The function of designers and artists was invisible to the general 

public, and therefore not appreciated or thought important by most (Ziegfeld & Smith, 

1944).  Several business owners and industrialists realized the value of education in the 

arts to their product designs and ability to grow, change, and challenge rival companies in 

a competitive economy.  They, too, realized that knowledge in the arts could provide 

solutions to everyday problems (Ziegfeld & Smith, 1944).  These beliefs formed the basis 

of the Owatonna Art Education Project.  

The Owatonna Art Education Project was conducted in Owatonna, Minnesota, 

and the purpose of the study was to compose the “observable applications of art in a 

community” (Saunders, 1985, p. 152).   Three phases of the project included evaluating 

the purpose of art in the community, establishing the status of art in the schools, and 
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helping to define the curriculum based on these findings (Efland, 1990). The goal was not 

to change the community, but to see what role art played in the community and if art 

could further enrich the citizens of the town (Saunders, 1985, p. 152).  This was done by 

reinstating art education in the public school curriculum and having four art educators 

embedded within the community.  The town of Owatonna was aware of the project and 

very welcoming of the outside people involved.  Members of the community enlisted the 

observers to help them in the decorating of their homes and businesses.  The townspeople 

also began an adult art course and were open and forthcoming about their decorating 

challenges, beliefs about art, and knowledge of the arts.  Although this was not a 

scientific-based study, the results of the project validated the appreciation of visually 

appealing items in the home and community (Ziegfeld & Smith, 1944). The study in 

Owatonna was born out of fear and uncertainty of social and economic situations that led 

to a re-evaluation of education institutions and renewed questions about what subjects in 

education were relevant to today‟s problems (Ziegfeld & Smith, 1944).    

Another study that influenced art education in schools was an examination of 

curriculum in 30 schools and was begun in 1933 by The Commission on the Relation of 

School and College as, The Eight Year Study.  This study was commissioned by the 

Progressive Education Commission “to unite our institutions of secondary and higher 

education in renewed devotion to the welfare of American youth” (Giles, McCutchen, & 

Zechiel, 1943, p. xvii).  The commission began this study as a result of the need to fuel 

and unify the nation‟s strength through its educational institutions, but also due to the 

focused interest in the institutions relied upon to shape our democratic citizens (Giles, 
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McCutchen, & Zechiel, 1943).  The Study reported from Eagle Rock High School, Los 

Angeles, California, that the arts had begun a new chapter in general education:  

It is increasingly clear that the arts are destined to become more closely related to 

the general education program with the passing of time.  Schools are scheduling 

an increasing number of art and music teachers to work with core teachers.  Art is 

losing its early stages of sophistication and is being brought to bear upon practical 

every-day situations which heretofore were seldom considered as having art 

possibilities. Eagle Rock High School, Vol. V, Thirty Schools Tell Their Story 

(from Giles, McCutchen & Zechiel, 1943, pp. 143-144) 

 

Some of the questions facing educators as recorded in The Eight Year Study were 

the usefulness of arts education for all students, how the arts should fit into the general 

education curriculum, and how teachers can align their educational objectives to be most 

effective.  These were increasingly common issues for art educators to explore at this 

time.  It seems these questions would continue to be of interest to the field of art 

education well into the 1940s. 

Although art was considered a standard subject in public schools by the 1940s, 

there were various viewpoints shared among educators when confronted with the 

“philosophies, objectives and procedures” of art education.  This created a perceived 

weak point for the discipline (Hilpert, 1941, p. 447).  Many educators attempted to 

standardize the curriculum of art education including Jane Driver (1941) in her chapter 

from the Fortieth Yearbook, “Art in a Public-School Curriculum.”  In this writing, Driver 

outlined the art curriculum grade by grade in the Wilmington, Delaware public schools 

and offered suggestions regarding planning of the personal art curriculum.    
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The Committee on Art in American Education and Society was created in 1943 to 

provide clarity about the wartime art education materials available to schools and to 

recommend a standard curriculum to educators.  This Committee, headed by Victor, 

D‟Amico, a prominent art educator of the time, promoted the belief that the persuasive 

nationalistic images being disseminated by the government were a powerful tool in the 

war against fascism, and they should be employed in the art education curriculum in 

schools.  The Committee also supported the idea that art education should use the 

materials in the war as “one of our most powerful weapons” to support Western values 

and American culture against our enemies (Staff and Students of the Department of Fine 

and Applied Arts, Teachers College, 1942, p. 3). These images were of handsome, young 

men chosen to fight a romanticized war, or they depicted women and children as victims 

suffering at the hands of the enemy.  The foreign enemies were shown as cartoonish 

characters with enlarged features making them appear evil, cruel, and inhuman.  

Ironically, it was believed that these strong, persuasive, and nationalistic images were not 

equal in coercion to the propaganda created for the war by the Nazi Government 

(Freedman, 1987).  

EDUCATION IN SCHOOLS 

 

Educators in the 1940s were called on to mobilize schools to assist in the war 

effort by selling war bonds, guiding democratic ideals in students, promoting patriotism, 

encouraging service clubs, and conserving war-rationed materials (Giordano, 2004). 

Immediately after the United States declared war on Japan, the Educational Policies 
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Commission released “A War Policy for American Schools” requesting that schools 

provide immediate support of the war effort (Dorn, 2007).  The pressure placed on 

schools to support the war through their standard curriculum, extracurricular programs, 

and skills training was tremendous and became more intense after the bombing assault on 

Pearl Harbor in December, 1941.  After the attack, those who opposed the war and its 

encroachment into the school curriculum lost their voice as unity against a common 

enemy now enveloped the nation (Dorn, 2007).  Educators, bombarded with advice on 

how to incorporate the wartime policies, looked to “special reports, pamphlets, posters, 

journals, radio broadcasts, and films” distributed by the government (Giordano, 2004, p. 

xxi).  A study conducted by the National Education Association Research Department in 

1942 reported that the suggested policy changes in schools were being enacted.  Of the 

respondents, 70% stated there was “increased emphasis” on subjects directly related to 

the war, such as mathematics, science, and physical education (Dorn, 2007, p. 66).  

Courses related to the arts, such as industrial design, became more utilitarian, lending 

themselves to lessons that would directly benefit the war effort.  

In 1939, Columbia University Teachers College conducted a large gathering to 

discuss ways educators of Western nations could promote democratic citizenship in their 

students.  This conference was unique, not necessarily in the decisions resulting from it, 

but in its attendance of high profile educational organizations from the United States and 

Britain (Dorn, 2007).   This assembly of educators, ranging from elementary through high 

school, was influential to art education because it was supported by the staff and 

institution that published a leading art education journal, Art Education Today.  The 
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journal provided progressive materials relating to the field of art education and the 

curriculum to teachers and students. 

  A detailed study completed by Charles Dorn (2007) outlined the wartime 

curriculum changes in the Palo Alto, California school district between the years of 1941 

and 1945.  Interestingly, the district superintendent was opposed to a curricular change in 

his schools to include wartime curriculum prior to the bombing of Pearl Harbor.  After 

the attack however, he dramatically changed his willingness “to meet any needs dictated 

by the war” (Dorn, 2007, p. 65).  As a result, by 1945, five courses were being offered in 

the Palo Alto High School titled, “American Democracy” (Dorn, 2007).   This early 

resistance to the wartime curricula in schools was common, but with the attack on 

American soil, everything changed including the perceptions of those opposed to 

supporting the war in schools.  

CURRICULUM IN SCHOOLS 

 

Curriculum guides distributed for the states of Idaho, Montana, Oregon and 

Washington Fall Conference (1943) reference the modifications schools in that area were 

making to accommodate the war related changes to their schools.  One section titled 

“Americanism” specifically outlines the Northwest Committee‟s “Ideals for Freedom,” 

and gives seven points necessary in order to maintain Americanism in schools.  The 

objectives provide guidelines for educators: not following the same thought process 

during wartime, making sure the students are participating in war-related activities, 

focusing curriculum on the “principles of democracy and the totalitarian ideas which seek 
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to replace them,” a call for local rather than national legislation to guide education, and 

for educators to continue learning in a democratic manner as it relates to students and 

society.  The point most relevant to this research called for educators to “add emphasis” 

to the subjects dealing with social relations, such as “social studies and the fine arts” 

(Anderson, 1943, p. 7).  The curricular report, in many cases, suggests and supports an 

increase in leisure activities, which include art practices.  It also suggests that soldiers are 

facing morale problems because they lack adequate leisure activities.  The report calls for 

more activity in the areas of “music, arts, crafts, dramatizations, games, reading, etc.” in 

the classroom, so students can lead their family recreational activities (Anderson, 1943, p. 

27). Suggestions such as these will become increasingly more common in the coming 

chapter of this study.  

SUMMARY 

 

World War II was different from any previous war.  Because of the geographical 

scope and the cultural implications of the conflict, the war became the battle of the people 

as well as a military conflict.  World War II is often referred to as the “good war” 

because it is historically remembered as a time of financial prosperity that unified the 

United States following the grim years of the Great Depression (O‟Brien & Parsons, 

1995).   

As seen in this chapter, the public school curriculum was shifted as World War II 

was begun.  Recognition of art was growing in cities around the nation as many art 

historians and artists flooded into the United States from Europe to escape the war 
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developing in their countries. As a result, the diverse purposes of art such as enhancing 

daily life and self expression present in art education in the years before the war, shifted 

to include an emphasis toward supporting the war effort and integrating art with other 

school curriculum.  Several trends identified by the article, “Changing Emphasis in 

School Art Programs” include: appreciation of art courses, emphasis on creative self-

expression, correlating art with other curriculum and stress on industrial arts (Hilpert, 

1941).  The following chapter explores, through words and images, how the subject of art 

was utilized in the school curriculum to assist the United States in winning World War II.  
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Chapter 4: Shift in Curricula 

 

When the schools closed on Friday, December 5, they had many purposes and 

they followed many roads to achieve those purposes.  When the schools opened 

on Monday, December 8, they had but one dominant purpose – complete, 

intelligent, and enthusiastic cooperation in the war effort.  The very existence of 

free schools anywhere in the world depends upon the achievement of that 

purpose. (The Educational Policies Commission, 1942, p. 3) 

 

We very likely remember school projects in which we glued, cut, and glittered red 

and white Santa, autumn leaves, or a similar art project until it was perfect.  Imagine if 

the classroom project you were participating in was conducted in a similar manner, but 

possessed a much broader purpose?  For example, what if it were undertaken to provide 

support for the war effort by making posters to advertise buying war bonds or creating a 

new design for victory pins?  Contributing to the efforts to win the war through public 

school curriculum was the reality of art education during World War II.  As the quote at 

the beginning of this chapter indicates, a sudden and decisive movement took place in 

schools as they became “arsenals of democracy” (Dorn, 2007, p. 61).  And, art education 

had a significant role to play in this struggle. 

A monumental shift in the way art education was conducted in public schools 

resulted as educators attempted to meet the needs of political mandates.   The shift in 

curriculum written to support the war effort is evident in the leading art education 

journals of the time.  Articles, such as “Trade Your Pencil for a Gun” (Anthony, 1943) 

and “Brighten Up the Blackout With Art” (Stowell, 1944) demonstrate the tone used in 
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the magazine.  Freedman (1987) states in her article about art education during the 1940s 

that the “underlying values of curriculum were to support America‟s role in international 

politics and the cultural arena” (p. 146).  Through a review of the materials found in 

School Arts and in the pre-war publications of Art Education Today it is evident how art 

education evolved to meet a broader purpose, that of helping to win the war. 

The research presented in this section provides examples of how art education 

journals and curriculum guides of the 1940s presented materials to students and teachers 

to encourage their preparedness for and participation in the war effort.  While it is clear 

some of the articles are obvious results of prominent events during the war, it is important 

to mention that publishing journals in the 1940s was not as timely as today‟s publication, 

and some lag time between events and the published article is found.   The journals 

reviewed for this research were the leading art education journals in the 1940s.  They 

were well-established, as School Arts has been published since 1901 and Art Education 

Today began publishing in 1935.  The purpose of their investigation here is to show, in 

written and graphic terms, the role art education played in assisting the war effort during 

the early years of the 1940s. 

SCHOOL ARTS 

 

School Arts magazine continued publication throughout the war and its 

contributors provided practical direction to school personnel and students through the 

articles, editorial comments, announcements, and advertising provided in the pages of the  
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©SchoolArts 2011, Volume 42, Number 1, September, 1942. 

Figure 1: Cover of School Arts 
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magazine.  During the war the editor of School Arts was Pedro J. Lemos. Some of the 

concerns addressed in the 1941 through 1946 issues of the magazine were protection 

from air raid attacks or blackouts, being prepared to be a good soldier, promoting the 

purchase of war bonds and stamps, supporting the men overseas, and contributing to the 

Red Cross.     

During the war years, the journal displayed a clear format that had been developed in the 

prior 41 years the magazine was published.  There was consistency of monthly themes 

that continued prior to and after the war, but School Arts was able to incorporate pertinent 

war-related activities into this theme-based format.   For example, the first issue of each 

year was published in September and usually contained pro-American sentiment and 

commentary by contributors and by editor Pedro deLemos, and contained such titles as 

“American Life” (deLemos, 1942) and “All American Art” (deLemos, 1943).  The 

October issue each year consistently contained articles related to the holidays, such as 

Halloween, Thanksgiving, and Christmas.  Other themes faithfully explored each year 

were volumes related to child art, materials and equipment, arts and crafts, and drawing, 

painting, and sculpture.   

A tone of preparedness permeated the journal as the October theme consistently 

gave holiday crafting suggestions, the editorial views setting the tone for the importance 

of art and the overall theme of the articles preparing students for the world waiting 

outside the classroom.  Pedro deLemos (1943) states in his commentary titled “School 

Art and National Victory,” that School Arts “is filled with the finest and most practical 
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helps for training the hand and the eye” (inside cover), and goes on to extol the magazine 

for creating a place “to create an atmosphere necessary for National Victory”   

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

  

©SchoolArts 2011, Volume 43, Number 9, May, 1944. 

Figure 2: Elementary school poster 

©SchoolArts 2011, Volume 43, Number 9, May, 1944. 

Figure 3: Elementary school poster 
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Figure 4: Elementary school poster 
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(inside cover).  The message of the magazine presenting practicality in art education to 

the schools is furnished again in 

another editorial commentary stating 

the magazine “is doing what it can to 

stimulate patriotism by presenting 

practical methods for educating 

hand, heart and mind” (deLemos, 

1943, p. 1-a).  

YEARS LEADING TO WAR  

 

How did art education 

contribute to the war effort?  It is 

possible to see through the following 

information that materials relevant to the war curriculum were clearly on the mind of art 

educators.  In the School Arts September volume of 1940, more than a year before the 

United States joined the war, Pedro deLemos wrote an article promoting the benefits of 

art during this time of unrest.  His article, “Creative Hands will make a BETTER 

WORLD,” calls on American Art Educators to prepare the “idle youth” (1940, p. 2) of 

our nation.  He also states, 

The world is witnessing today the supposedly greatest nations in cultural 

development, bending all their manhood and materials into building greater and 

better engines and transports for mass destruction of all that other men have built.  

©SchoolArts 2011, Volume 42, Number 1, September, 1942. 

Figure 5: Boat models, Lincoln School Milwaukee, 

Wisconsin 
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Now as never before we should use all our energies toward creating more creative 

minds for building a new world for tomorrow’s men, that they may have more 

creative minds and hands for creating the beautiful, rather than the destructive.  

This great art appreciation can only be established through the actual doing, the 

actual handwork, rather than the mere book learning that has impeded for years 

our proper art growth. (deLemos, 1940, p. 2) 

 

In this statement deLemos explains that art educators have an important role to play 

in the war effort by training their students to use their hands in creative endeavors.  He 

also collects persuasive statements from prominent individuals urging the same attention 

to our educational systems.  These noted citizens include William S. Knudsen, President 

of General Motors; James Bryant Conant, President of Harvard University; and Boris 

Blai, Director of Fine Arts, Temple University.  

As the journals provided educational guidelines through their articles in a 

congruous manner, the way this information is presented throughout the war years is also 

in accordance with the events of the war, although it is necessary to consider the time 

delay in publication.  Also in researching the material, it was clear the information was 

presented to readers of School Arts as editorial sentiment, especially prior to the attack on 

Pearl Harbor in December 1941. After this date, however, tangible activities for the 

classroom and ways to contribute to the war outside of actual classroom curricula were 

seen more readily within the pages of this journal.  As the war progressed and the 

magazine became more aware of the challenges being faced in the schools, the theme of 

integration, as it relates to other educational subjects, was introduced. 

The perceived threat to the culture of America was a major theme within the art 

education world as Adolf Hitler disparaged contemporary art.  School Arts in December 
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1942 published an article by Irwin Edman, Professor of Philosophy at Columbia 

University, titled “No Blackout for the Arts” (p. 111).  In this writing, Edman pleads for 

Americans to “keep alive…activities like music, literature, and the fine arts” (p. 111) or 

face a world where our lives would be “dismalized…demoralized” (p. 111). He describes 

the arts as being like “sugar” and as energizing as “drugs and opiates” and also 

“restorative” like “fresh air and open country” (pp. 111-112).  He believes that ignoring 

the arts during the war would be dangerous and unproductive and urges Americans to go 

on living their lives with art, music, and literature.  

In another School Arts article, written by Edward Anthony (1941), the Art 

Instructor at Denby High School in Detroit, Michigan, he puts forth the sentiment that it 

is the task of the educator to understand the situations being encountered by their students 

and to adjust curriculum so that it is “properly responsive to all social needs” (p. 183).  

Another art educator, Edna Remington (1941) from Woodrow Wilson Junior High 

School in Tulsa Oklahoma, instructs four hundred seventh grade students with the 

overarching themes for the school year being, “Why is the United States the greatest 

industrial nation in the World?” and “How had American art been influenced by 

industry?” (p. 277).  A new purpose was being conceived in the art classroom. This is 

stated most clearly by deLemos when he offers, “Art in the old interpretation was 

considered a parlor game, one of pretty paintings on velvet, or fancy embroidered pillow-

tops and burnt wood taborets” (1943a, p. 2).   
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1942 - POST U.S. DECLARATION OF WAR AND PEARL HARBOR  

 

 School Arts provides the clearest picture of how the purposes for art in schools were 

rewritten for the specific intent of supporting the United States in World War II.  In the 

September 1942 issue, themed 

“American Life,” the journal 

launches heavily into ways of 

supporting the war effort through 

numerous articles, advertisements, 

war poster contest announcements, 

and a cover photo of children 

holding posters with the words, 

“Uncle Sam Needs Money” (1942).  

Articles include “The Art Teacher‟s 

Call to Arms” (Wider, 1942); “Map 

Making” (Lundin, 1942); “Victory 

Pins” (Rehnstrand, 1942); and 

“Good Citizenship” (Morton, 1942).  

This publication, eight months after 

the December 1941 attack, accounts for a delayed publishing response to the attack on 

Pearl Harbor and America declaring war.  

©SchoolArts 2011, Volume 43, Number 6, February, 1944. 

Figure 6: Eighth grade student poster 
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The first article responding to the attack is written by Alfred G. Pelikan (1942) 

Director of Art Education for the Public Schools, Milwaukee, Wisconsin.  It is titled 

“School Art and National Defense,” and sets the tone of the issue giving specific lesson 

examples, including photos of students participating in projects incorporating war 

themes.  Pelikan provides a lengthy list of suggestions for war posters including the 

following: the encouragement of enlistment and promoting the armed forces; “Uncle Sam 

Wants Trained Workers”; being prepared for 

war activities at home and by focusing on 

one‟s education; and air raid warnings.  He 

also provides a list of slogans for the posters 

including: “BUY Defense Bonds and 

Stamps”; “Slap the Jap”; and “Stand Behind 

the Man Behind the Gun” (p. 4).  Pelikan 

gives tips for conservation in another section 

of his article that include the following: 

making old broom handles into flag poles, 

decorating coffee cans to send cookies to the 

troops, and general conservation of 

materials and resources (p. 4).  He goes on 

to suggest the building of models, airports, 

©SchoolArts 2011 Volume 43, Number 6, February, 1944. 

Figure 7: Students working with forms  
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bridges, and ships, as well as making maps and charts to reach bomb shelters, and stamp 

sales and classroom contributions to the Red Cross.  

 Also, in the same September 1942 issue of School Arts, there appear articles 

titled, “The Art Teacher‟s Call to Arms” (Wider), “Jr. Red Cross Activities in the Art 

Education Program in Elementary Schools” (Hornberger, Mather, & Reid), and “Good 

Citizenship” (Morton).  

Projects also suggested 

by entire articles in this 

issue are map making 

and victory pin 

assembly. Most of the 

articles in this issue of 

School Arts are 

accompanied by a photo 

of students performing 

war related activities, as 

well as illustrations of their work, suggesting that these projects were carried out by 

students in the schools.  

The shock of Pearl Harbor is discussed in many of the articles, including one by 

Ella Simpson (1942) of Little Falls, New Jersey.  In it she describes how her class learned 

about the basics of poster-making while memorializing the catastrophic event.  The 

©SchoolArts 2011, Volume 42, Number 4, December, 1942. 

Figure 8: Jr. High students from New Jersey displaying 

patriotic posters 
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photos accompanying the article include young students holding pictures of the posters, 

one with the slogan “Purl Harder For Pearl Harbor” (p. 143).   

It seems with the intense focus placed on contributing to the war in all subjects of 

schooling that it became clear the war 

effort permeated all aspects of learning.  

Due to the war effort‟s prevalence in the 

school curriculum, educational 

integration became the theme for the 

January 1943 issue of School Arts.  In 

it, Alliston Greene (1943) outlines his 

definition of integration as it relates to 

art education.  His definition states, “(1) 

Integration is the application of art 

education in a cooperative effort, 

making the subject interesting to 

teachers, pupils, and the public; (2) 

Integration is the employment of art 

education for the purpose of making 

any and all subjects more interesting and more complete” (p. 2-a).  In another article 

supporting the integration theme titled, “Art as Cement” (Peterson, 1943), a Fourth Grade 

Teacher in Sherburn, Minnesota promotes the benefits of children exploring all subjects 

©SchoolArts 2011, Volume 42, Number 4, December, 1942. 

Figure 9: Pulaski High School, Milwaukee 

Wisconsin 
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by “visualizing facts,” while reinforcing her belief in the innate need of man to create (p. 

176). 

Leon L. Winslow (1943), Director of Art Education in Baltimore, Maryland, 

includes in his article “Art and National Defense” a chart titled “Elementary or 

Secondary School Art Teaching Unit” (p. 169).  This chart outlined for teachers ways 

they could incorporate supporting the war with the educational standards set forth by the 

schools.   

EDITORIALS AND 

ADVERTISEMENTS 

 

The pages of School Arts at 

this time did not contain only 

articles related directly to war 

projects in the classroom.  

Advertising, editorials, and 

writer commentaries also 

provided sentiments for 

supporting the war effort.  

Specifically, the section titled 

“Family Circle” gave the editor a 

platform to explain the focus and 
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Figure 10: Chart outlining Art and National 

Defense 
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themes of the issue and to talk about pertinent information, which was usually war 

related.  For example, the October 1942 issue contains this message:  

A great deal of money is expended to entertain men in uniform during war time.  

This is a most important way to keep up morale, optimism, and health.  It is a 

form of “mental Hygiene.”  As a democratic nation we can ill afford to curtail in 

the least those activities which bring joy and gladness to all the people.  School 

Arts is so thoroughly in sympathy with this idea, that we are making the October 

issue a “Holidays Number.”  Thanksgiving, Christmas, Easter, the holidays which 

touch the chords of sentiment with more potency than some of the others, have a 

leading place in this interesting and instructive number. (Greene, 1942, p. 2-a) 

 

 

In addition to the personal sentiment were advertisements for artist‟s 

materials carrying on the war theme, including drawings of tanks and guns.  An 

advertisement for the U.S. Treasury Department‟s SCHOOLS AT WAR 

promoted posters developed to inspire the benefits of art instruction in the primary 

grades and to instill patriotism.    

©SchoolArts 2011, Volume 42, Number 4, December, 1942. 

Figure 11: U.S. Treasury Department SCHOOLS AT 

WAR advertisement 
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Figure 12: Advertisement for artist’s 

materials 
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Another announcement found in the 

November 1942 issue titled “Recreation at 

Home” offers a 20-page manual of suggestions 

on ways to spend time at home, including rules 

for games, home activities, involvement in 

drama and music.  This manual was created by 

the Office of Defense Health and Welfare 

Services (p. 7-a).  The Red Cross announced in 

this same issue, a contest requesting Americans 

to exhibit how they are contributing to the war 

effort at home by submitting photographs.  

These examples of government agencies preparing manuals and posters suggest that these 

governmental bodies were continuously involved with schools and school related 

publications providing support to teachers, students, and their families.  

Four war posters, provided by the War Savings Staff of the Treasury Department, 

were placed as inserts in the pages of School Arts, reconfirming the important feature 

design was taking in the war effort.  The posters involved themes of selling war bonds 

and stamps, and artistic renditions depicting American Freedom created by artist James 

Henry Daugherty (1943, inside cover). The sale of war bonds was crucial to the 

government‟s financial support of the war. To celebrate their accomplishment and 

demonstrate their patriotism, a student presented a trophy to President Roosevelt 

©SchoolArts 2011, Volume 42, Number 1, 

September, 1942. 

Figure 13: Advertisement urging 

students to join the war 

effort 
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commemorating the national school bond sales by students in the 1943/1944 school year.  

The trophy read:  

To President Franklin D. Roosevelt 

Commander in Chief of our Armed Forces 

AMERICA‟S 

SCHOOL CHILDREN 

are proud  

to present 

13,500 PLANES 

44,700 JEEPS 

And other war equipment to the value of  

$510,000,000 

Through the purchase of War Bonds  

During the school year ending June 1944 

 

The American School Board Journal, 1944, Cover Art 
 

 

The September 1943 issue of School Arts was devoted to “All American Art” and 

focused primarily on the art of camouflage.  This issue was inspired by Pedro deLemos‟ 

involvement in a war department (he does not specify) at one of the predominant military 

bases. The article “The Art of Camouflage” written by Harry Rubin (1943) combines the 

elemental nuances of military camouflage, hiding a military base or target from the 

enemy with the camouflage found in nature.  The benefits of this include an 

understanding how “to catch a small difference in values or a slight movement--these 

might mean [identifying] a sniper, or a trap” (Rubin, 1943, p. 16).  Also discussing 

camouflage is Waldemar Johansen (1943), Instructor in Air Forces at the Santa Ana 

Army Air Base, formerly Art Technical Director of Dramatics at Stanford, in which he 

presents the “Military Uses of Art” (1943) and discusses the various departments and 
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how they incorporate model makers, illustrators, letterers, and commercial artists of both 

sexes in the armed forces.  The article provides a practical, post-education message about 

available positions for students considering a career in the military.   

Examples of the arts contributing to the war service for students interested in continuing 

education is presented by a professor at The Ohio State University.  In the article, 

©SchoolArts 2011, Volume 42, Number 4, December, 1942. 

Figure 14: Fourth Grade students at Summet Avenue School in 

Providence, Rhode Island practice a school program 
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Carolyn G. Bradley (1944) discusses the charts her students created for the Military 

Science Department to help orient soldiers to ammunition and related war equipment.  

She also mentions the increased demand for military map making, a course on the 

History of Fine Art highlighting the cities bombed in the war, and courses featuring 

Islamic, Northern African, Chinese, and Hawaiian art.  The article presents information 

about classes in lettering, design, and painting, and suggests that these courses have been 

of particular interest to elementary school teachers (Bradley, 1944).  She goes on to 

mention an array of other classes in the arts that were created due to demands of students 

during the war.  

©SchoolArts 2011, Volume 42, Number 4, 

December, 1942. 

Figure 15: Communities contribute 

to the war effort by 

growing produce 
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Directly related to the war effort were strategic military site maps made available to 

educators.  One map in School Arts (Introduction announcement in Family Circle 

Section, 1944) displays a configuration of the United States military bases for students to 

locate where their family members might be stationed.  Another map pinpoints key battle 

areas for students to color, and for students to understand geographically the types of art 

found in many different countries (1945). 

WORLD ART AND RECONSTRUCTION 

 

SchoolArts 2011, Volume 43, Number 8, April, 1944. 

Figure 16: Canadian war poster 
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Pedro deLemos was an avid traveler. With deLemos at the helm as editor of School Arts, 

the journal frequently explored the artistry of other cultures prior to the war. As the war 

neared an end, a renewed effort was made to 

recognize the uniqueness and benefits of other 

nations. This focus on art around the world was 

an attempt to help students more fully 

understand the countries involved in the recent 

world wide conflict and also to provide 

information about the lands touched by 

American soldiers.  Many of the articles 

mention the importance of the students 

recognizing and being familiar with the 

countries their family members in the 

military were stationed in, such as an 

article highlighting the flags and costumes of our allies (Newell, 1944).  

©SchoolArts 2011, Volume 43, Number 8, April, 1944. 

Figure 17: Canadian war poster 
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In the April 1944 issue, the magazine 

highlights posters with headlines including, 

“Let‟s Go…CANADA!” and “LICK THEM 

over there! COME ON CANADA!” (p. 

272).  The September 1944 issue, which had 

previously been devoted to American ideals, 

was now titled “Art Around the World” this 

issue contained articles on South American 

art and pottery of Peru and art 

education in wartime Britain, giving 

educators more international 

substance.  A fourth grade teacher wrote about “Children of Our Allies and Their Flags” 

(Newell, 1944), while a kindergarten class was featured in an article titled 

“Understanding Another Culture Through its Arts” (Park, 1946).  In this article, Flora C. 

Park (1946) calls for a more thorough understanding of countries around the world as a 

way to avoid war in the future.  She also reiterates the reason discussed in prior journals 

that “Art is a universal and ageless language” and calls her work “Intercultural 

Education” (p. 219).   

As the world settled from conflict, the everyday uses of art continued to re-emerge 

as a predominant theme.  Articles promoting this idea include creating checkerboards and 

decorative holiday menus and table decorations in service to wounded service personnel 

©SchoolArts 2011, Volume 43, Number 8, April, 1944. 

Figure 18: Canadian war poster 
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in hospitals (Clontz, 1944, p. 41). Art materials were limited due to wartime constraints, 

and many of the articles instructed teachers and students in how to create projects using 

few supplies, such as “Art Materials Are Scarce: So What?” (Boylston, 1946, p. 187), 

and “Using Art” (Grubert, 1945, p. 324), which highlighted home design art projects.   

The dominant themes promoted in School Arts, such as art in everyday life, art 

around the world, and art integrated with other subjects supporting the war effort, worked 

together to support a common cause in educational institutions: help to win the war.  

Although it seems the entire nation rallied to the cause of war, it should be recognized 

that some individuals were more hesitant to change their hard fought beliefs to 

accommodate the shift in art education wartime curricula.   

ART EDUCATION TODAY AND CURTAILMENT 

 

To maintain relevance in the public school curriculum supporting the war effort, it 

was crucial that art education move away from freedom of expression or escapist art.  

This genre of art education could be seen as unsupportive or possibly uncooperative with 

the practical emphasis placed on assisting in the war effort.  This was a change in rhetoric 

for Art Education Today, a publication devoted to the promotion of contemporary ideas 

in art education (Efland, 1990).  Art Education Today began publishing in 1935 with the 

stated purpose of being “An Annual Devoted to the Problems of Art Education” (Inside 

cover, 1935).  Articles in the first issues ranged from philosophical studies of art and the 

future of art to more specific analysis of practices in schools and studies of art in varying 

cultures.  The magazine was created in 1935 with the following purpose:   
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To provide a forum for divergent contemporary opinion on the vital subjects of art 

and art teaching...an annual to record significant contemporary ideas and 

experiments by those who no longer are content with the merely traditional forms 

of art expression. (Editors Note, 1935, inside cover) 

  

The journal initially remained true to its mission statement until 1941 when the 

United States declared war on Japan.  The influence of outside circumstances such as 

Nazi soldiers burning books and Hitler‟s denouncing of contemporary art were 

considered a personal attack on art and could not be ignored. The purpose, some art 

educators believed of art curriculum during the war years, was now to spread “liberal 

Western traditions, loyal citizenship and national security” (Freedman, 1987, p. 147).  

The 1942 publication of Art Education Today contained a six-page editorial written by 

The Staff and Students of the Department of Fine and Applied Arts, Teachers College, 

Columbia University titled, “Art Education, Democracy and the War.” In the article, the 

writers call for art educators to promote democracy in the classroom to make stronger 

American citizens of the students.  In the article, they suggest that the attack on America 

is not only military warfare, but a cultural attack (The Staff and Students of the 

Department of Fine and Applied Arts, Teachers, College, 1942).  The article expresses 

the concerns of art educators wondering what they can do to promote values and help win 

the war:  

Where do we begin?  The war will of necessity bring great changes to our work 

and, above all, we must come to the new situation with all the flexibility we can 

muster, and with an awareness of the need to fit ourselves for tasks both difficult 

and unfamiliar. We must not only welcome but devise changes that will point up 

our program, changes of emphasis in established fields as well as additions of new 

subject matter that will make our contribution wider and more fruitful.  We must 
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be prepared to see our field expand from a special area of the school to include the 

American people at large, both military and civilian. (The Staff and Students of 

the Department of Fine and Applied Arts, Teachers, College, 1942, p. 2) 

 

The 1943 issue embraced this call to war by presenting an issue titled, “Art 

Education and the War.”  The war-related articles of this issue include: “The Present 

Crisis and the Museum” (Fox), “Art Education in Wartime,” (notice of exhibition by the 

Education Program of the Museum of Modern Art and the Committee on Art in 

American Education and Society), and “High School Art Activities in Wartime” (Doux). 

However, the magazine stopped publication after the 1943 issue and did not resume 

publication until after the war, in 1948. The reason given for the five year hiatus is stated 

by the editors as, 

…a reflection of the curtailment of art education during the period of our national 

emergency.  Active warfare has largely subsided but even in this period of uneasy 

peace there is a resurgence of interest in the arts that is eloquent testimony of the 

need which exists for them [the Arts] and the place which they fill in the lives of a 

democratic people. (Faulkner, Ziegfeld and Hill, 1948, Editors Preface) 

  

What Art Education Today regarded as a curtailment in art education practice seems 

more possibly to have been a shift away from the expressive issues not congruent with 

wartime curricula. Was it possible that the curtailment was simply an inability to support 

the current art education practices in schools? Or was it possibly a redirection of the 

editor‟s interests during the time of war to more supportive issues relating to the conflict?   

Rather than viewing the arts during wartime as frivolous, it was instead a call to 

action for art educators to build the appropriate curriculum in conjunction with other 
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subjects all supporting the war effort.  The war changed the direction of art education by 

giving it a role, a tangible purpose.  It seems schools and educators, all of which were 

supported by the government, needed to grasp a utilitarian purpose for art education, or 

instead to become irrelevant or be viewed as unsupportive of the war effort.  Art 

Education Today, simply feeling their format was not in line with the goals of art 

education at the time or possibly seeing this as a period to devote themselves to the war 

effort in a different manner, chose to halt production of the magazine for five years.   

After the war and the “curtailment” of the magazine from 1943-1948, Art Education 

Today reemerged with a “rebirth” edition and with a return to publication (it is still in 

publication today as Art Education by the National Art Education Association with the 

same goals).  The 1948 issue dealt with a renewed spirit in art education including 

articles on broad subjects such as building new art education programs and the changes 

needed in art education.  Benne states that art education has developed from “art for art‟s 

sake… [to] art for the public” (Benne, 1948, p. 1).  Interruption in production, and later 

reintroduction of Art Education Today, reinforces the belief that art education incurred a 

dramatic shift during the war years, supporting a position that during World War II, art 

education had a significant influence in maintaining and promoting a nationalistic 

perspective within the public schools of the United States. 

SUMMARY 

 

This chapter characterized the determined advancement of wartime curricula by art 

educators.  The journals give us a sense of the issues, popular themes, and challenges 
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faced by art educators at this time. School Arts provides a wealth of information 

regarding wartime art education, including activities in the classroom, editorial sentiment, 

advertisements about the war, and photos of wartime projects. Art Education Today gives 

us a sense of how drastic the changes to art education were at this time through the 

magazine‟s halting of production during the better half of the worldwide conflict.  

Through this lens, it is possible to gain the sense of preparedness, practicality, and 

enthusiasm in the curriculum and rhetoric. The photos presented throughout School Arts, 

containing school children participating in war time school activities, were poignant 

indicators of the eagerness of students to participate in these tasks.  Chapter 5 presents a 

look back at the driving forces behind the dramatic shift in art education curricula and 

what this meant for art education in World War II, and a glimpse toward what this may 

mean for art educators today and in the future.  
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Chapter 5: What This Means to Art Education 

 

The purpose of this study was to uncover and explore the contributions made by art 

education curriculum in public K-12 institutions in the United States to the World War II 

war effort.  Information to accomplish this was obtained by analyzing published 

documents, including journals, curriculum guides, and books intended for public K-12 

education and art education during the years 1941–1946. The curricular design and 

learning activities presented in these materials exemplify the passionate involvement of 

art educators in the war effort.  Editorial commentary of the time provided clarity about 

the beliefs overshadowing the era and evidenced ways art educators promoted the war 

effort.  Materials used for this research reveal insight into the social climate, educational 

policies, and art educational practices resulting from the worldwide conflict.  

A SHIFT FOR ART EDUCATION  

 

From this research, it is clear that art education underwent a shift in thought and 

action during the early years of World War II.  This change in emphasis to promote the 

war was accelerated after the United States was attacked by the Japanese at Pearl Harbor 

in December 1941.  One significant development in art education moved practice away 

from the growing trend of self expression, which encouraged free speech, a potential 

threat to the popular national war rhetoric enacted in schools.  Since it was vital the war 

effort be viewed as united on all levels, it was essential for schools to maintain the 
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national agenda through their curricula and rhetoric. The promoters of art education were 

also called upon to maintain cohesion with other subjects‟ pro-war curricula. The 

wartime agenda for art education also promoted integrated curriculum, which was 

believed to provide the basis for good citizenship (Bingham, 1944). This included such 

activities as cartography associated with social studies (Bradley, 1944), and a study of 

drawing and painting used to provide recording and observation skills while in the field 

(Bradley, 1944).  As another example of the evolving changes, Art Education Today, a 

popular art education journal, suspended production during the war arguably because the 

magazine‟s mission and goals were not aligned with the popular art education sentiment 

presented at the time of war.   

What does all this mean?  With this research it seems clear that some aspects of art 

education gaining popularity in the late 1930s were derailed during the war years, while 

other means of art education, such as integrated curriculum, may have gained 

momentum.  The materials presented through this research also describe ways that 

education was focused on encouraging students to promote democracy through 

curriculum developed to create good citizens (Freedman, 1987).  What is clear about the 

overwhelming achievement of art education during this period was the way art education, 

especially that form of art education directed toward the schools, adapted to the changing 

world situation and became increasingly relevant to the war effort.   

INCREASING USE OF VISUAL MATERIALS 
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The cultural 

threat to Americanism 

and the growing focus 

on art in the United 

States fueled the 

retaliation of the art 

world to fascism and 

united them in the 

promotion of Western 

ideas and democracy.  

Walt Disney Studios 

(1943) issued an “All 

out for War” press release in their article, “Mickey 

Mouse and Donald Duck join the colors” (press 

release).  The article discussed the films being made in 

conjunction with government agencies to promote 

public morale on subjects such as chemical warfare, 

water supply, and defense against invasion.  (1943, p. 

7). Titles included in their production were, “The 

Nutzi,” “Education for Death,” and “Donald Duck in 

Nutzi-land” (1943, p. 8).  Disney Pictures, then as they 
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Figure 20: Walt Disney Studios 
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September, 1943. 

Figure 19: Walt Disney Studios 

“Education for 

Death” series 
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are now, were highly visible to students and active in creating America‟s visual culture.  

This focus on artistic activity within the growing art community was felt across the 

nation. Students would have been aware of the increase in visual materials and the types 

of images they portrayed from magazine advertisements and posters. The visual culture 

of the 1940s provided a glimpse into the lives of Americans at this time. In so doing, the 

use of propaganda and visual materials increased tremendously during World War II in 

America, and provided a visual documentation of the events of the war and some idea of 

how this conflict may have affected society.   Robert Henkes (2001), book World War II 

in American Art, documents many phases of American art during the war.  One specific 

chapter in this book, “The Homefront,” provides artworks Americans created during the 

war and how citizen-artists reacted to wartime issues.  This chapter gives an optimistic 

and prideful reflection of American attitudes during this time, symbolizing the supportive 

and proud spirit of the country. The visual images created during the war years, 

expressing the vilified characters such as Adolf Hitler and the Japanese bombers who 

attacked Pearl Harbor, have been immortalized through professional and student 

drawings.  The visual depictions of the war would have likely been impossible for any 

student or teacher to ignore and would probably have influenced the artistic development 

in the classroom.  Propaganda, the Art of Persuasion: World War II by Anthony Rhodes 

(1976) exhibits the power of propaganda during this war and its effect on Americans at 

home and abroad.  

Printed materials utilizing visual elements related to the war increased dramatically 

with the modern industrial tools available in the 1930s and 1940s. The increased use of 
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posters, fliers, billboards, signs, booklets and many other types of printed materials was 

dramatic and contributed to the increasing value of art education in schools.  

FUTURE RESEARCH ON THE TOPIC 

 

The 1940s have been well documented.  For this reason, many sources of 

information are available to assist in research.  One of the outcomes of World War II was 

the massive increase in the use and prevalence of visual culture.  The propaganda used by 

the Nazi forces to influence the German people and the world was unmatched in its 

coercion and intimidation, while the Americans administered propaganda to their nation 

that was equally influential and one-sided, but not seen as being evil or intimidating.   

Research into American propaganda would be fascinating, perhaps leading to a richer 

understanding of the artists, the people commissioning this published work, and how 

American propaganda influenced students.  This study of the origin of propaganda, 

combined with the increasing prominence of artists the New York art scene, could 

provide compelling research in art education.   

The influence of the war on art and art education occurred in settings other than 

public schools. The Museum of Modern Art in New York held a poster contest, as did 

many museums during the war, to raise money and awareness about the conflict.  How 

museums were affected and changed their practices to support the war was also 

mentioned in many of the materials I viewed, and could be an intriguing topic for future 

study.  
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Many people were involved in the wartime changes made to art curricula. It was 

impossible to include discussions of them all in this research or to examine their lives and 

contributions in full depth.  Victor D‟Amico had a prominent role in art education during 

the 1940s through education and his association with the Museum of Modern Art.  

President Roosevelt‟s impact on education during the war and the affect of the Works 

Progress Administration‟s art programs on the citizens‟ view of art in the United States 

would be a provocative subject for research.  I have mentioned Pedro deLemos, editor of 

School Arts, as being a pivotal character in shaping wartime art education curricula.  His 

impact on art education during the war years and any conflicts he faced with the 

passionate declaration of his views could be important research to art education.   

One other subject of interest to the war was prompted in a book titled, The Good 

War by Studs Terkel, in which he analyzed the factors that comprise the nation‟s memory 

of World War II as being a positive experience for the country.  This theory is compelling 

to me, and understanding how and if art education played a role in this perception would 

be most interesting for further research.   

RELATING TO “THREATS” TODAY  

 

Although not the focus of this research, an investigation of the past may be useful to 

art educators today and in the future.  Further research exemplifying the historical 

significance of art education, and this investigation focusing on an increased 

understanding of past influences of art education during wartime in the United States, 

may enable educators to better utilize innovative modern tools to realize the power of 
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visual elements on society and acknowledge their scope of influence today.  Providing 

better clarification of the “motivations” of past art education movements, some issues in 

current art educational practice may become clearer and offer insight into the “underlying 

assumptions” of the decisions made by educators today (Freedman, 1987, p. 27).  The 

ability of art educators to recognize the pivotal societal or political influences affecting 

their students, such as changing political regimes, family issues, or educational 

challenges, may help them relate more productively to their audience.  

  Attacks directed toward Pearl Harbor in 1941 and the World Trade Center in New 

York in 2001 were similar in that they threatened American democracy.  Americans 

united in their efforts in many ways from both of these tragedies.  Art educators can 

provide tools to help students translate the complex visual images so paramount in our 

society today.  Our students are facing increasingly intrusive forms of popular media 

including the Internet, television, newspapers, radio and popular films, and schools must 

find a way to adapt to these “sites of public pedagogy” (Desai & Chalmers, 2007; Giroux, 

2006, p. 6).  For example, Ryan Patton (2005) analyzed the visual imagery language that 

developed after the attacks on September 11, 2001 and offers suggestion for educators to 

enable their students to think critically about visual media.   The cover of the January 

2002 edition of School Arts shows a solemn group of high school students surrounding a 

tower of photographic images used to symbolize the fallen World Trade Center towers.  

He suggested that students recreate the towers from the visual images found in magazines 

and newspapers.  The visual images were the main element of the lesson, but the class 
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went beyond the mere visual aspects of the terrorist attacks to discuss the meaning of 

freedom and the use of media and technology.  Art is one of the most expressive forms of 

study and it encourages the combination of emotion, perspectives, and experiences to 

come together and foster productive conversations. 

Eldon Katter, in his editorial written in September 2001 for the December 2001 

issue of School Arts, abruptly stopped his commentary composed the day of the attacks to 

comment on the visual images he felt were now immortalized by the attacks of 

September 11, 2001.  He reiterated to his readers the visual elements of the physically 

and symbolically powerful World Trade Center and Pentagon.  Katter also mentioned the 

frenzy surrounding the media coverage and the quest for the most visually stimulating 

and more likely, disturbing photographs (Katter, 2001).  He concluded by adding that, 

“good teaching of art, analyzing and interpreting visual culture around the world is now 

more important than ever” (Katter, 2001, p. 6).  This sentiment, so similar to those made 

after the attack on Pearl Harbor and throughout the years of World War II, brings us back 

to the memories of the past and the realities of today.  

SUMMARY 

 

Through this research it is possible to gain a more full understanding of the changes 

in art education curriculum undertaken to support this national war effort in schools.  Art 

Education was firmly established in schools by the 1940s, due to several factors.  First, 

the efforts to analyze art education practice through endeavors like Owatonna and the 

Eight-Year Study provided a strong basis for art in everyday life.  Next, the migration of 
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artists and art historians away from Europe and into the United States brought a 

heightened awareness of art in America and a strong intellectual community promoting 

the arts.  And finally, the industrial advances in printing and print distribution led to an 

upsurge of printed materials such as posters, booklets, and manuals.  

The nation was emerging from economic upheaval in the 1930s and facing fear and 

uncertainty as the war in Europe intensified as the world moved into the 1940s.  The 

threat to American Democracy united the nation as the educational institutions were 

called upon to help fight against fascism. Art education incurred a major shift in practice 

as it adjusted to the national wartime cause and was impacted by changes in public school 

wartime education policies. The course of study in art education evolved during the war 

years, shifting away from self expression and moving into integrated curricula and art in 

everyday life. The profound nationalism and ensuing political agenda that swept the 

United States after Pearl Harbor changed the path of art education forcing it to become 

highly relevant to the efforts made in schools to support the war.  The extraordinary 

measures enacted by school administrators, students, and educators to enable beneficial 

curriculum supporting the war effort were monumental and provided a rich source of 

information for the historical study of art education. 

Driven by fear and uncertainty, but with a sense of patriotism, Americans unified 

during World War II to defend their democratic freedom.  It was obvious the war could 

not be won by military strength alone, and all Americans were summoned by the 

government to support the war effort.  This was especially true after American soil was 

attacked at Pearl Harbor.  After the invasion of the Japanese, it became increasingly 
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necessary for all citizens, including the students and teachers, to defend democracy, good 

citizenship, and promote the war.  Schools were able to accomplish this task through 

programming directed at the war effort.  War related curriculum was designed for every 

aspect of the educational system including the art education programs, which were able to 

respond in unprecedented ways to the call for support.  Through patriotic rhetoric and 

war related classroom ideas, art education was able to concentrate its curriculum on the 

war activities and provide a meaningful foundation for war time education. 
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